Our mission is to ensure you the perfect climate indoors, regardless of the weather outside.
INTRODUCTION

Commercial shipping is of far greater importance to our world than many people realise. While slower than road, rail or air, the merchant marine fleet carries the bulk of international trade and ensures the interconnections that make global business possible.

As the pressure on logistics grows, suppliers to the merchant marine must have specific knowledge with regard to both the cargo and the crewmembers working onboard. Most of the equipment you require needs to be tailor-made according to your precise requirements. With both the specialised knowledge and more than 40 years of experience in the field onboard more than 6000 ships, Heinen & Hopman has the answers.

Another key reason to partner with us in the HVAC field is our specialised knowledge of specific climate conditions around the world. From 24/7 hot spots to freezing seas, our expertise and capabilities will prove invaluable. You can rely on Heinen & Hopman from the earliest design stage to the commissioning. And even when your vessel is operational, the global coverage by our qualified agents and subsidiaries guarantees first class service and assistance at all times.

In short, you can rely on Heinen & Hopman to deploy the know-how and expertise required to solve any heating, ventilation and air conditioning issue onboard merchant ships. We see complexity as a challenge, no matter where your vessel may be.

Specialism

- Heating systems
- Ventilation Systems
- Air Conditioning Systems
- Refrigeration Systems
- Air Conditioning Energy Savings Systems
- Heat Recovery systems
- Explosion proof HVAC+R
- Arctic HVAC+R
- Air filtering systems
- Process ventilation systems
- Provision Cooling Plants
- Custom design & production

"To serve the merchant fleet with the most reliable HVAC systems"
Specific products and systems

Products
Air handlers and cooling plants are custom built and manufactured in our own workshops to our own designs. Products include:
- cabin units
- fans
- heat exchangers / seawater-cooled systems
- explosion-proof fans
- central heating, boilers, radiators
- water separators / mist eliminators
- air grills

Systems
- air-conditioning
- ventilation
- heating
- engine room ventilation
- cargo hold ventilation
- provision cooling and refrigeration
Heinen & Hopman encourages a more sustainable world. By providing eco-friendly solutions and services, we offer our clients the option of reducing energy consumption and thus CO2 emissions. Visit greenmanifest.info for more information.